Health Care in Crisis: The Need for Medical Liability Reform
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Health care in the United States is currently in a state of crisis, and the need for reform is significant. The American Medical Association (AMA) was established in 1847 in large part to help safeguard and improve medical care and patient safety.1 Unfortunately, 150 years later, the health care system is seriously jeopardized by the detrimental effects of this nation's broken medical liability system.

Indeed, medical negligence lawsuits are as old as the AMA. At the same time the AMA was taking shape, pioneering physicians were discovering new treatments for previously untreatable conditions—for example, doctors developed methods to heal compound fractures that did not require amputation.2 Yet these advancements produced a surprising result: Trial lawyers began using the example of “a limb [that] had healed to a shortened, deformed, or frozen position” as the basis for medical negligence lawsuits.3 As a result of these lawsuits, “some of the best physicians in the country stopped taking such cases.”4

Today, lawsuits against skilled physicians are yielding largely the same result: Experienced obstetricians no longer deliver babies; highly-trained neurosurgeons no longer perform life-saving brain and trauma surgery; and orthopedic surgeons no longer perform complex procedures.5 Ironically, as physicians grow increasingly skilled at treating the most complex conditions, personal injury lawyers target those same high-risk specialists.6 Indeed, the AMA has found that the number of U.S. states with
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“crisis” situations has increased from twelve to twenty since it began its most recent national medical liability crisis in 2002.7

The developments prompting the AMA’s concerns have not gone unnoticed, and the resulting policy debates have been contentious. Several state legislatures have gone into extra sessions to try to resolve the crisis.8 In Congress, the fight to address the medical liability crisis has been particularly divisive: The House of Representatives has passed medical liability reforms multiple times,9 but none has passed the Senate.

The bitterness of this dispute can be traced to personal injury lawyers’ desire to maintain the status quo of a civil justice system where multimillion dollar jury awards benefit a very few, but have negative ripple effects that affect many. The average jury award in 2002 reached $6.2 million in medical negligence cases.10 Between 1996 and 2002, the average liability judgment increased 234%, and by 2001-2002, fifty-two percent of
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7. Am. Med. Ass’n, supra note 5. Those twenty states are Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming. As a result, the AMA has made medical liability reform its top legislative priority. Id. In determining whether a state is “in crisis,” “showing problem signs,” or “currently okay,” id., the AMA considers a wide variety of factors and available sources. The primary factor in the AMA analysis is the degree to which patients have lost access to medical care. For example, the AMA is concerned with newspaper and other anecdotal reports showing that a growing number of physicians no longer provide crucial medical services such as delivering babies and providing trauma care. The AMA also considers each state’s legislative, legal, and judicial climates; the affordability and availability of professional liability insurance; and the trends of jury awards and settlements. Other factors include the frequency and severity of lawsuits, the quality and presence of a state’s medical liability laws, and the likelihood of reforms being enacted and/or constitutionally upheld. See, e.g., Am. Med. Ass’n, Statement for the Record of the American Medical Association to the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee and the Senate Judiciary Committee RE: Patient Access Crisis: The Role of Medical Litigation (Feb. 11, 2003) [hereinafter Am. Med. Ass’n Statement], http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/12990.html.
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all awards for medical negligence cases were for one million dollars or more. Physicians and patients seek reform because these excesses have caused significant disruption and skyrocketing costs to the health care system.

This Case Study argues that California’s Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act (MICRA) of 1975 is a model of the type of reform needed to guide deliberations and action in Congress and in the states without reform.

I. HEALTH CARE IN CRISIS

In medicine, it is necessary to diagnose the problem before one can correctly treat the patient; the same holds true in the medical liability reform debate. When people think about the medical liability crisis, they may think first of the staggering jury verdicts leveled against defendant physicians. Indeed, current trends in jury awards illustrate why the medical liability crisis has taken such deep hold: The median medical liability award in medical liability cases jumped 114% from 1996 to 2002, topping one million dollars.

It is also important to note the significant costs that trials inflict on physicians, even when they are not found liable, as is often the case. Nearly seventy percent of medical liability claims in 2002 were closed without payment to the plaintiff. In fact, plaintiffs lost the majority of their cases that went to a jury: Of the 4.9% of claims decided by jury verdict, the defendant won 82.4% of the time. However, physicians who prevail at trial still have large fees—on average, more than $77,000 per claim—to pay for their defenses. Yet, as significant as these costs are, the most dramatic consequences of the medical liability crisis are not the direct effects on physicians, but the indirect effects on patients and the health care system as a whole.
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The importance of these indirect effects is reflected in the criteria that the AMA uses to determine whether a state is in a "state of crisis" as a result of its medical liability environment. While the AMA considers a wide variety of factors, the most important of these is the magnitude of patients losing access to care.\(^{18}\) The largely indiscriminate nature of the system—where anyone can file a lawsuit for any reason regardless of whether there is evidence that negligence occurred—has engendered a fear of liability in physicians that is harmful to individual patients and to the health care system as a whole. Fear of liability influences both the specialties that physicians pursue, as well as the ways in which they practice medicine. Medical residents, for example, appear to be growing increasingly concerned about liability issues.\(^{19}\) Sixty-two percent of medical residents reported that liability issues were their top concern in 2003—surpassing any other concern, and representing an enormous increase from 2001, when only fifteen percent of residents said liability was a concern.\(^{20}\) The AMA is concerned that medical residents' growing concerns may cause them to avoid choosing high-risk specialties or practicing in a crisis state.

These fears extend to our nation's medical students as well. Approximately half of the respondents to a recent AMA survey indicated that the current medical liability environment was a factor in their specialty choice.\(^{21}\) There are many reasons medical students and residents choose their future specialty, but it is a troubling sign that our nation's vicious litigation system may exacerbate a potential shortage of high-risk specialists. In addition, thirty-nine percent said the medical liability environment was a factor in their decisions about whether they would like to complete residency training in a given state.\(^{22}\) Finally, sixty-one percent of students reported that they are extremely concerned that the current medical liability environment is decreasing physicians' ability to provide quality medical care.\(^{23}\) These fears become no less salient once physicians

\(^{18}\) See Am Med. Ass'n, supra note 7. We use the term "magnitude" to indicate that we consider not only the number of patients that are affected, but also the extent to which they are affected.
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start practicing. On the one hand, liability fears can discourage innovation in medical practice: Fifty-nine percent of physicians believe that the fear of liability discourages open discussion and thinking about ways to reduce health care errors. On the other hand, it can encourage the performance of unnecessary and costly tests. This practice of "defensive medicine" takes many forms, including ordering tests and performing procedures that may not be clinically indicated; referring patients to emergency departments, safety net hospitals, and academic health centers; declining to take calls in the emergency department and declining elective referrals from emergency departments and safety net clinics, especially for uninsured patients. All of these forms of "defensive medicine" are driven by liability concerns. Defensive medicine is one of the most difficult components of the medical liability debate to quantify, but it is perhaps one of the most costly—the costs of defensive medicine are estimated to be between $70 billion and $126 billion per year.

The costs of the liability crisis affect the U.S. health care system in a number of ways. Most disturbingly, as physicians' liability insurance premiums increase dramatically, physicians restrict services, retire early, or relocate to another geographic area where the liability system is more stable. For example, forty-five percent of hospitals reported that the professional liability crisis has resulted in the loss of physicians and/or reduced coverage in emergency departments. In turn, patients may be forced to wait longer to see a specialist (such as to receive a mammogram) or travel longer distances to receive care (such as when a pregnant woman in a rural community loses her doctor); cases of resulting patient deaths have been reported.

II. CAUSES OF THE CRISIS

Perhaps medical malpractice claims would be less problematic if such claims were the result of real negligence on the part of physicians and others in the medical community. Yet, the data indicate otherwise: One study found that "a substantial majority of medical negligence claims filed are not based on actual provider carelessness."30 In fact, the study found that negligence had occurred in only one-sixth of the filed claims31 and that "in its initial filing stage the tort system is even more error-prone than the medical care system."32 Another study, conducted in 1996, found that the only significant predictor of payment to medical liability plaintiffs in the form of a jury verdict or a settlement was disability and not the presence of an adverse event due to negligence.33 In other words, the severity of a patient's disability determined the jury award, not the actions of the physician.34 These data suggest that it is not physician negligence, but the zealfulness of personal injury attorneys, that is prompting the medical liability crisis.

Some have offered alternative explanations for the crisis to avoid criticism of plaintiffs and their attorneys, but these explanations do not hold up under scrutiny. Some claim that physicians are victims of insurance companies that made bad business decisions and are now trying to recoup their losses.35 However, investment yields of medical liability insurers have been stable and positive since 1998.36 Moreover, a report by
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the U.S. General Accounting Office sheds light on the cause of recent escalation in physicians' medical liability insurance premiums and found that "[i]ncreased losses on claims are the primary contributor to higher medical malpractice premium rates" and "[i]nsurers are not charging and profiting from excessively high premium rates." The facts simply do not justify placing blame on the insurance industry for an out-of-control legal system.

III. ENDING THE CRISIS

Numerous studies of the medical liability crisis in states that have implemented reforms have revealed the value of such efforts. To begin, reforms have been linked with an overall decrease in medical expenditures: "[M]alpractice reforms that directly reduce provider liability pressure lead to reductions of 5 to 9 percent in medical expenditures without substantial effects on mortality or medical complications." Importantly, reforms are also credited with reducing physicians' premiums. For example, one study found that in states with direct reforms, including caps on non-economic damages, premiums declined by 8.4% within three years. According to another report, capping medical liability awards reduced premiums for general surgeons by an average of thirteen percent in the year following enactment of the reform and by an average of thirty-four percent over the long term. Premiums for general practitioners and obstetricians were affected similarly.

Comparative data provide support. If we consider similar major metropolitan markets and the premiums charged to physicians, we observe vast differences between states which limit non-economic damages, such
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as California, and states which do not provide such limits:

Table 1: Professional Liability Insurance: Manual rates (in U.S. dollars) for $1M/$3M policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ob-gyn</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida (Miami-Dade)</td>
<td>147,621</td>
<td>166,368</td>
<td>201,376</td>
<td>249,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois (Chicago)</td>
<td>78,880</td>
<td>88,928</td>
<td>102,640</td>
<td>139,696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)</td>
<td>37,556</td>
<td>45,938</td>
<td>100,045</td>
<td>134,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio (Cleveland)</td>
<td>56,166</td>
<td>72,541</td>
<td>100,691</td>
<td>119,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California (Los Angeles)</td>
<td>52,874</td>
<td>52,874</td>
<td>54,563</td>
<td>60,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Surgery</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida (Miami-Dade)</td>
<td>110,068</td>
<td>124,046</td>
<td>174,268</td>
<td>226,542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois (Chicago)</td>
<td>52,364</td>
<td>59,016</td>
<td>68,080</td>
<td>92,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)</td>
<td>33,684</td>
<td>35,793</td>
<td>82,157</td>
<td>108,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio (Cleveland)</td>
<td>39,676</td>
<td>51,274</td>
<td>70,948</td>
<td>84,056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California (Los Angeles)</td>
<td>32,507</td>
<td>32,507</td>
<td>36,740</td>
<td>45,421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Medicine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida (Miami-Dade)</td>
<td>32,744</td>
<td>38,378</td>
<td>56,153</td>
<td>65,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois (Chicago)</td>
<td>19,604</td>
<td>22,060</td>
<td>26,404</td>
<td>35,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)</td>
<td>7,390</td>
<td>7,853</td>
<td>18,429</td>
<td>24,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio (Cleveland)</td>
<td>12,192</td>
<td>15,828</td>
<td>21,375</td>
<td>25,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California (Los Angeles)</td>
<td>10,097</td>
<td>10,097</td>
<td>11,164</td>
<td>12,493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

six states have a cap on total damages. For a full discussion and comparison of different state laws, see AM. MED. ASS'N, MEDICAL LIABILITY REFORM—Now! (2004), http://www.ama-assn.org/amal/pub/upload/mm/450/mlmowjune112004.pdf.

44. While California has a "hard" damages cap, the other states do not. The October issues of Medical Liability Monitor for the years 2000 through 2003 provide these manual rates for professional liability insurance. Medical Liability Monitor, an independent Chicago-based publication, completed comprehensive rate reports of insurers in all fifty states. This table does not include all the rates reported for the geographic areas selected above, nor the premiums paid by physicians in other areas of the country, which may be higher or lower. These rates reflect the manual rates for one of the state’s marketshare leaders. The MLM notes that these rates do not reflect credits, surcharges, or other factors that may reduce or increase the actual rates charged to physicians. The AMA alone is responsible for the accuracy of the above information taken from the MLM and believes the rates listed above are a reasonable benchmark to demonstrate professional liability insurance trends for select specialties in certain geographic areas.
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The AMA supports California's reforms, as set forth in MICRA, as a model for federal and state legislation: MICRA has successfully moderated physicians' professional liability insurance premium increases, while preserving patients' access to the courts. This is not to say MICRA is the only legislative solution, but its efficacy is now time-tested.

With its $250,000 cap on non-economic damages (it does not limit economic damages), joint and several liability reform, a sliding-scale contingency fee schedule, and other reforms, MICRA has resulted in stable and moderate increases in premiums in California: Between 1976 and 2002, premiums in California rose 235%, while premiums in the rest of the United States rose 750%. According to Phil Hinderberger of Norcal Mutual, a major California insurer, before MICRA was passed "California physicians paid almost 25 percent of all medical liability premiums paid in the [United States] at a time when they represented only about 10 percent of all practicing physicians in the [United States]. Today, California physicians pay about [ten] percent of all medical liability premiums paid in the [United States] which represents a fair share." Because of MICRA, premiums for specialists in Los Angeles are substantially less than for specialists in metropolitan areas in states without reforms such as Florida, Illinois, and Nevada. Moreover, in California, claims are settled in one-third less time than in states without caps on non-economic damages—not only decreasing the cost of litigation, but also resulting in injured patients being compensated far faster. An important element of MICRA's success is that it has been upheld by the California State Supreme Court. Other states have not been so lucky. Illinois, Ohio, Oregon, and Washington have had reforms overturned by the courts, while the state
constitutions in Arizona, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania prohibit caps on non-economic damages.52

Another important element of MICRA compared to other states that have enacted a cap is the quality of the cap. For example, a state with a "hard" cap on non-economic damages should not be compared to a state with a "soft" cap on non-economic damages. A hard cap, like the $250,000 cap found in California’s MICRA is not subject to exceptions, does not adjust over time, and applies irrespective of the number of defendants or plaintiffs. By contrast, a soft cap may be subject to numerous exceptions; increase annually with inflation, other economic indicators, or based on a set schedule; or apply individually to every defendant or plaintiff, thereby allowing several caps for a single claim. Missouri illustrates the problems presented by soft caps: The cap in Missouri increases with inflation. Originally set at $350,000 in 1986, the cap reached $565,000 as of February 1, 2004.53 Missouri’s cap was also considerably weakened by the courts in a 2002 decision, Scott v. SSM Healthcare, in which the court held that the cap can be applied separately for each act of medical liability.54 Therefore, if there are two separate and distinct “occurrences” of liability that contribute to a single injury the court can apply a separate cap for each occurrence even if they are applied to a single defendant. Where there are exceptions to the caps, there is not the same predictability afforded to physicians and insurers under MICRA.

Indeed, while the need for reform is clear, achieving it has not been as easy as one might hope. Florida has only been able to pass untested reforms, including a $500,000 cap on non-economic damages that is subject to broad exceptions which will certainly be the subject of judicial interpretation for years to come.55 In Iowa and Missouri, after bitter debate, the legislatures finally passed reforms,56 including hard caps on non-economic damages, but the governors vetoed them.57 State legislatures in
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Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Virginia, Connecticut, and Washington—to name a few—were unable to enact proven reforms in 2004.

MICRA-type legislation has also been pursued on the federal level. However, the battles in Congress have largely mirrored those of the states and have been characterized by intense partisanship. Multiple acts have passed in the Republican-dominated House of Representatives, but have repeatedly stalled in the Senate. Despite the obvious challenges, there have been some signs of promising change: Patients and policy makers worked together in Texas in late 2003 to enact reforms that have lowered liability insurance premiums. In September 2003, Texas voters cemented the reforms with enactment of Proposition 12, a “constitutional amendment concerning civil lawsuits against doctors and health care providers, and other actions, authorizing the legislature to determine limitations on non-economic damages.”

Reforms recently enacted in West Virginia and Mississippi have potential, but their future will not truly be known until the laws pass likely


64. See supra note 9.

65. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. § 74.301 (2004); Senator John Cornyn, Address to Senate on One-Year Anniversary of Prop. 12 Passage (Sept. 13, 2004), http://www.cornyn.senate.gov/record.cfm?id=226028&ref=home.

Several states have enacted a number of reforms over the years that may be viable enhancements to MICRA-type reforms, such as pre-trial screening panels, arbitration, mediation, alternative dispute resolution, binding arbitration, and private judging. An alternative judicial system for medical liability cases has also been studied. While these reforms do not diminish the need for MICRA reforms at the state and federal level, if properly structured in collaboration with MICRA, they may further help curb skyrocketing medical liability premiums. Realistically these reforms could only be implemented at the state level and should be initiated as target pilot projects in select states to determine their efficacy.

**CONCLUSION**

We are all frustrated by the inability of policy makers to enact proven reforms. Physicians are frustrated because they are being forced to give up providing care for their patients due to the excesses of the legal system and liability insurance costs. Patients are frustrated because they are losing access to care, frustrated when they are forced to find a new doctor, frustrated when they are forced to drive longer distances, and frustrated when they incur additional costs. Patients also are keenly aware of the impact of lawsuits on health care costs: Over seventy percent agree that medical liability litigation is driving up health care costs and favor a law that would guarantee full payment for lost wages and medical expenses, but would limit non-economic damages.

That the system is out of balance is more than evident to anyone willing to look. Without action based on proven reforms and demonstrable data, the crisis will continue to spread. There are available solutions, but
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67. See Miss. Code Ann. § 11-1-60 (2004); W. Va. Code § 55-7B-8 (2004). The AMA will closely watch the experience of West Virginia following its reforms because while the state has a base cap of $250,000 on non-economic damages—with certain exceptions that could increase the cap to $500,000 depending on the severity of the injury—the law also provides for annual adjustments up to $375,000 (and $750,000 depending on the injury severity).


they will require policy makers willing to stand up for patients and change the status quo in the crisis states. California's MICRA provides a prime example of the type of reforms that are necessary if we are to fix the medical liability crisis that currently pervades the United States health care system. We must be relentless in our quest to fix our broken system. Failure to do so will cause irreparable harm not only to physicians, but also to the patients who depend on their care.